SBI3U: Evolution Unit – Worldview Assignment			Name: _______________

Objectives

	Understand the meaning and significance of worldview.
	Identify your worldview and express it coherently.

Describe and contrast the competing worldviews of Young Earth Creationism and Materialism (Atheism, Naturalism, Humanism)
Examine evidence used in the origins debate ‘through the lens’ of each worldview.
	Discuss the importance of worldview in scientific inquiry, especially in light of confirmation bias (see Wikipedia entry).

Instructions
Read through the assignment. 
	Whenever there is something for you to do, the instructions will be underlined. 
	Do the work right in this document. 
	When you have completed the assignment, delete all the stuff I wrote (except titles and the rubric), make it look pretty, print it out, and hand it in (OMDABOC!).
	I shouldn’t have to say this, but I will:  You need a properly formatted bibliography!

Worldview – Introduction (read this, then delete.)

Worldview is the lens through which a person sees their world. Like a pair of glasses, people are not generally aware of the fact that they have a worldview, or that it may differ from the worldview of others, or that it affects how they perceive and interpret events, actions, and information. Like the people who hold them, worldviews are complex: they may include irrational elements; borrow from a number of different sources; be based on experiences (eg. in childhood, or with a certain ethnic group). Regardless of all of this, a worldview helps a person make sense of the world, and can be expected to provide answers to the following questions:
	Where do we come from (matter, life, humans, existence…)?

Why do we exist (what is the meaning of life)?
What’s wrong with the world?
	What’s the solution?
	What does the future hold (for individuals / society / humans / the universe)?

(For more information, consult the Wikipedia entries on ‘Worldview’)

1.  Your Worldview

To Do: Based on your understanding of worldview, identify and express yours. You may write in paragraph form or make a table like the one on the next page. Address the questions in the bullet points above, and add any other information that is essential to how you view the world.

(Expectation: 2 to 3 paragraphs; 250-400 words)

2.  Competing Worldviews – Young Earth Creationism (YEC) vs. Materialism/Humanism (MAT)

At the root of the creation-evolution are these two competing and opposing worldviews. YEC’s maintain the Bible (with a literal interpretation of Gen 1-11) as the ultimate truth that reveals details of Earth’s early history alongside God’s sovereign plan for mankind. In contrast, MAT’s deny that God or the supernatural exist, and to them the Bible is at best an interesting folk tale; and humanism sees humans as a positive force that can solve its own problems. (These are the worldviews that frame the origins debate, though there are a large number of other worldviews.)  Both worldviews must provide answers to the fundamental questions.

To Do: Complete the following table with answers to each question from the perspective of the competing worldviews, following the example given (first row of the table). (See creation.com/about-us#what_we_believe ; we will also discuss this in class.)

Question
MAT
YEC
Where do we come from?
The Big Bang created the universe about 15B years ago, and our planet formed about 4.5B years ago; all life evolved from a common ancestor through mutation and selection during that time, producing humans relatively recently (within the last 1M years or so). 
God created all that is in six 24H days as described in Genesis 1. The genealogies and events of Gen 1-9 are historically accurate, so the Earth is about 6000 years old and we are all descended from Adam and Eve, as well as Noah and his family.
Why do we exist? (What is the purpose / meaning of life?)


What’s wrong with the world?


What’s the solution?


What does the future hold?
(for individuals / society / humans / the universe)


What is the Bible?


Other



3. Interpreting the Evidence

The same scientific evidence is available to everyone, but one’s worldview will determine how the evidence is interpreted. For YEC’s, all evidence is interpreted to conform to the creation and flood narratives in Genesis 1-11. For MAT’s, all evidence is interpreted to conform to the evolution/big bang framework.

The course textbook explores several lines of evidence interpreted to support the theory of evolution. These, as well as some others, are listed here:

	homologous structures

analogous structures
embryology
	mimicry
DNA sequence similarity* 
	antibiotic resistance in bacteria
fossil record (sequence)
transitional fossils
biogeography
vestigial structures
vestigial DNA
	beneficial mutations
	gene duplication
	Other: ___________

* eg. compare ape vs. human GULO/vitamin C genes and viral insertions 

To Do: Choose at least three of the lines of evidence from the above list and provide the interpretation given through each worldview. The textbook and most online sources will supply the MAT interpretation; for the YEC interpretation, you will find answers to most topics using the Search feature on such websites as creation.com, www.icr.org, and www.answersingenesis.org.

Present your analysis in the following table, following the example given:

Evidence
Interpreted by MAT
Interpreted by YEC
Gene Duplication
- a gene is copied, so the copy is free to mutate and evolve new functions while the original gene carries on doing what it is supposed to do
This explains how new genetic information can be created from existing information. There are many examples of duplicated genes, such as….
Gene duplication has a role in variation within kinds but not in evolution; there are significant hurdles in the evolutionary explanation, such as…











4. Worldview and Science

Statement: Scientists think of themselves as neutral, objective observers of facts.

To Do: Read the Wikipedia entry on confirmation bias. Comment on the above statement based on what you have learned about worldview and confirmation bias. 
Be sure to relate this to the origins issue.
(Expectation: 1 to 3 paragraphs; 150-400 words).

SBI3U Worldview Assignment – Evaluation Rubric



Criteria
Level 4
Level 3
Level 2
Level 1
Thinking and Inquiry (25%)

Quality of answers indicates ______ inquiry skills

Thorough
Good
Adequate
Limited

Evidence of ______ thought and engagement with topic.
Thorough
Good
Adequate
Limited
Knowledge and Understanding (30%)
Demonstrates ____________ understanding of the topic.
Thorough
Good
Adequate
Limited
Application (25%)
Makes ____________ connections between worldview and interpretation
Strong
Good
Adequate
Limited
Communication (20%)
Organization of ideas; Clarity of expression; use of paragraphs is __________
Exceptionally clear
Quite clear
Somewhat clear
Unclear

Mechanics: Grammar/ Punctuation/ Spelling
Few/no errors
Minor errors; Does not distract
Distracting
Confusing 

Your Grade:  		/25T		/30K		/25A		/20C		=	/100

Comments:

